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OVERVIEW
The Indigenous city of Cahokia, located in the American Bottom region of western Illinois,

provides a unique context to investigate the processes of city formation and dissolution through
examining people’s investment in place and place-making. Cahokia was a cultural and political zenith in
the region between A.D. 1050-1350, characterized by three connected boroughs (St. Louis, East St. Louis,
and Cahokia) and a series of outlying sites consisting of immigrants and local Terminal Late Woodland
populations. This summer’s work is one part of a larger NSF-funded project examining how peripheral
communities contributed to the construction, maintenance, and future dissolution of this medieval city.  

This project developed from questions raised during IFR Field Schools in 2016 and 2017 in which
we explored the ways in which landscape shaped the settlement history of one neighborhood in
Downtown Cahokia. Here we expand this question to consider how engaged people living in
neighborhoods on the physical periphery of the city were. Beginning with excavations at one such
peripheral neighborhood to the west of Downtown Cahokia, we will consider how and by what means
people actively chose to participate in the creation of this urban landscape. We will examine structural
and artifactual evidence of people’s investment in the built environment (mounds, borrows, causeways,
public buildings in or adjacent to the neighborhood), access to raw materials and completed objects, and
participation in city-wide events that structured their daily activities, temporalities, and identities. We
will consider size, shape, density, and orientation of structures to identify when this neighborhood was
occupied and for how long. This evidence will be compared to what we know about neighborhoods
already excavated in the core of two major precincts: East St. Louis and Downtown Cahokia, to evaluate
whether peripheral neighborhood occupants are engaging with Cahokian practices and ideologies at the
same or similar levels as people in the core civic-ceremonial areas of the city. In the bigger picture, we
will consider whether level of investment coincides with longevity of peripheral neighborhoods (and thus
their contribution to the rise and decline of the city).

ACADEMIC CREDIT UNITS & TRANSCRIPTS

Credit Units: Attending students will be awarded semester credit units through our academic partner,
Connecticut College. Connecticut College is a highly ranked liberal arts institution with a deep
commitment to undergraduate education. Students will receive a letter grade for attending this field
school (see assessment, below). This field school provides a minimum of 300 hours of experiential
education. Students are encouraged to discuss the transferability of credit units with faculty and
registrars at their home institution prior to attending this field school.

Transcripts: An official copy of transcripts will be mailed to the permanent address listed by students on
their online application. One more transcript may be sent to the student’s home institution at no cost.
Additional transcripts may be ordered at any time through the National Student Clearinghouse.

PREREQUISITES

There are no prerequisites for participation in this field school. This is hands-on, experiential learning
and students will learn on-site how to conduct archaeological research. Archaeology involves physical
work and exposure to the elements and thus, requires a measure of acceptance that this will not be the
typical university learning environment. You will get sweaty, tired and have to work outdoors. Students
must come equipped with sufficient excitement, perseverance, and adequate understanding that the
archaeological endeavor requires real, hard work – in the sun, on your feet, and with your shovel or
trowel.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

The objective of this field school is to enable students to better understand how archaeology is practiced
in the field, to explore the diverse lifestyles of people in the past and to gain basic understanding of
people’s changing relationships to the landscape. To achieve these objectives, this course has two
primary goals: (1) to provide students a practical working knowledge of archaeological field methods,
including survey, excavation, laboratory processing, and conservation; and (2) to introduce students to
the intellectual challenges presented by archaeological research, including research design, the
interpretation of data, and the continual readjustment of hypotheses and field strategies with regard to
information recovered in the field. 

The course will take place in a residential neighborhood at the western edge of Cahokia Mounds State
Historic Site, Illinois. The site is located a short drive from St. Louis, Mo. Students will spend the majority
of their time conducting excavation at the site of Cahokia. 

Student will participate in the following research activities: 
Excavations: Students will participate in geophysical survey and guided excavations in a
multi-component residential area at the western periphery of the Cahokia precinct. 
Recordation: Students will fully document excavation techniques and observations on excavation forms,
map finds, and record stratigraphy. Students will assist in site-wide mapping using Total Station
technology. 

Laboratory: Scheduled lab tasks will include processing (washing, sorting, and cataloging) artifacts. 
The course begins on Sunday, June 1, 2024, and will meet every weekday until July 5, 2024. A
combination of lectures, readings, and fieldwork during the first two days of the project will provide the
cultural and archaeological background to the fieldwork, and additional lectures by project specialists
will occur periodically throughout the remainder of the field season. Each Wednesday evening we will
have a weekly discussion of required readings (see below).

LEARNING OUTCOMES

On successful completion of the field school, students will be able to: 
● Understand the different elements of an archaeological field project and the relationships between

these elements 

● Apply standard excavation methods to archaeological contexts

o Students will learn and apply proper shovel and trowel techniques, as well as how to take
special samples (e.g., flotation samples)

o students will be able to identify feature fill

o students will be able to provide basic soil descriptions (Munsell and texture)

o students will be able to identify and recover artifacts in situ as well as through dry screening

● Use standard recording techniques to document excavation results 

o Students will learn and apply proper field photography methods

o Students will be able to accurately plan map features and artifact locations 

o Students will be able to accurately profile map and describe stratigraphic deposits

o Students will have working knowledge of Total Station operations

● Undertake preliminary processing and cataloging of archaeological artifacts and ecofacts 

o Students will be able to determine proper cleaning practices for each material type

o Students will be able to identify and properly catalog different material types
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ASSESSMENT

60%: Attend and participate each scheduled day, including lecture and field and laboratory work 
20%: Keep a readings notebook that will be submitted and evaluated at the end of each week 
10%: Lead discussion of readings (provide classmates with two questions and summarize weekly
readings) once during the field season 
10%: Participate in daily reports of research activities, artifact bag check-in, and checking of notes

Grade
Grading Criteria

A Present every day, on time and prepared to work
Always participates fully in excavations, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Demonstrates improvement in archaeological skills described in the SLOs
Participates fully in loading/unloading vehicle and transporting equipment  
Has read assigned readings and participates in discussion of those readings

Is a team player, works well with others
Maintains an overall positive attitude

 

A- Has one unexcused absence 
Almost always participates fully in excavations, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Demonstrates improvement in archaeological skills described in the SLOs
Almost always participates fully in loading/unloading/transporting equipment

Misses one assigned reading or does not participate in discussion of one reading
Is a team player, works well with others
Maintains an overall positive attitude

B+ Has two unexcused absences
Typically participates fully in excavations, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Shows some attempt to improve archaeological skills described in SLOs
Typically participates fully in loading/unloading and transporting equipment

Misses two assigned readings/does not participate in discussion of two readings
Is a team player, works well with others
Maintains an overall positive attitude

B Has two unexcused absences
Inconsistent in their participation in excavations, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Shows some attempt to improve archaeological skills described in SLOs
Typically participates fully in loading/unloading and transporting equipment

Misses two assigned readings/does not participate in discussion of two readings
Is a team player, works well with others
Maintains an overall positive attitude
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B- Has two unexcused absences
Inconsistent in their participation in excavations, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Shows some attempt to improve archaeological skills described in SLOs
Inconsistent in their participation in loading/unloading/transporting equipment
Misses two assigned readings/does not participate in discussion of two readings

Is overall a team player and works well with others most of the time
Attitude intermittently poor

C+ Has three unexcused absences
Inconsistent in their participation in excavations, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Shows little attempt to improve archaeological skills described in SLOs
Inconsistent in their participation of loading/unloading/transporting equipment

Misses three readings/does not participate in discussion of three readings
Has trouble working with others or working together as a team

Has a consistently poor attitude

C Has more than three unexcused absences
Does not participate in some aspect of excavation, screening, note taking, photography, etc.

Shows no attempt to improve archaeological skills described in SLOs
 Does not participate in loading/unloading and transporting equipment

Misses > three readings or does not participate in discussion of >three readings
Does not work well with others or cannot work together as a team

Has a consistently poor attitude

COURSE SCHEDULE

All IFR field schools begin with a safety orientation. This orientation addresses local and program
protocols concerning student behavior, appropriate attire, local practices and sensibilities that may be
unfamiliar, potential fauna and flora hazards, IFR harassment and discrimination policies, and the student
Code of Conduct.

*Course Schedule subject to change due to weather conditions (e.g. excessive heat, rain)
Week 1 (June 2-June 8):
Sunday 4:00 pm: Students will be picked up from the MetroLink Fairview Heights Station

5 pm: Students and staff assemble in the PI’s living room
5 – 6:30 pm: Preliminary introductions and group dinner

Monday 6:45 am: meet van
7:00 am: leave from Cougar Village (we will leave promptly by the time listed every day,
if you are not in the vehicle at that time you will be left and miss a day in the field; this
will affect your grade)
7:30 am: tour of Cahokia (grounds and Interpretive Center)
11 am: Lecture on project goals and research at Interpretive Center
1 pm: lunch
3 4:30 pm: free time at museum
5 pm: arrive back at apartments, dinner to follow
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Tuesday 6:45 am: meet van; 7 am departure from apartments
7:30 am: arrive at site, unpack van, begin fieldwork
11 -11:30 am: lunch
2 pm: 15 min. break
3:30 pm: pack up
4 pm: leave for field house
4:30 pm: unload equipment, complete paperwork
6 pm: return to Cougar Village for dinner
7 pm: Lecture “What was Cahokia?”
Readings: Pauketat et al. 2015; Pauketat et al. 2023

Wednesday Daily Schedule same as Tuesday
No evening lecture

Thursday Daily Schedule
7 pm: Lecture “Landscapes and Neighborhoods”
Readings:

Friday Daily Schedule

Saturday Free
Sunday: Free

Week 2-4 (June 10-June 28):

Daily schedule for the three weeks of fieldwork Monday through Friday:

6:00-6:45am Breakfast (on your own)
6:45-7:15 am Transfer to Cahokia
7:15am-3:30 pm Research activities at the site (snack and lunch break at the site, bring your own

lunch and snack)
3:30-4:00 pm Return back to housing
4:00-5:30 pm Daily debriefing, Lab work & paper work (if needed)

Wednesdays we will have readings discussion/lecture (see below for required
readings) at 4:30-5:30 p.m.

6:00-7:00 pm Dinner (on your own, except Thursdays)
7:00-8:00 pm (occasionally) invited lectures by project specialists and guests

**Wednesdays we discuss weekly readings**

Thursdays there is an option to join a group dinner at The Stagger Inn in downtown Edwardsville. This
won’t be mandatory, but highly recommended. Student meals will be covered by the PIs, though
students will have to pay for their own beverages.

Week 5 (July 1-6):

Mon Continued regular research schedule
Tuesday
Wed- Friday Backfilling and lab cleaning
Saturday Return home
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REQUIRED READINGS

PDF files of all mandatory readings will be provided to enrolled students. Students are encouraged to
download and/or print readings prior to traveling. Course participants are expected to be prepared to
engage the discussions led by facilitators, all of whom will be looking for compelling evidence that
students have read and thought about the assigned readings prior to the scheduled day on which they
are first discussed.

Each week you are required to complete the readings as listed below. Each week two students will be
designated as the discussion leaders. Discussion leaders will provide fellow classmates with two
discussion questions (due the Tuesday before) and lead the conversation surrounding the readings.
Additionally, you are required to keep a notebook with short summaries (200 words or less), comments,
and questions about each reading (due Friday by 5 pm). These will be collected and reviewed by the PI’s.

Week 1: What is Cahokia?

Readings: Alt and Pauketat 2017; Pauketat et. al 2015; Pauketat et al. 2023; Howe and Wilson
2015

Week 2: Cahokia In Context
Readings: Emerson et al. 2020; Baltus and Baires 2020; Baires et al. 2023

Week 3: Building Cahokia, literally and spiritually
Readings: Alt et. al 2010; Baires et al. 2017; Baltus and Baires 2012; Betzenhauser and Pauketat
2019;

Week 4: Cahokian “Collapse”, Cahokia in Context
Readings: Munoz et al. 2015; Baires et. al 2015; Rankin et al. 2021

Week 5: Re-Cap and Closing Discussion
No Readings for this week
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PART II: TRAVEL, SAFETY & LOGISTICS

PROGRAM SPECIFIC FIELD CONDITIONS

This program operates in a hot and humid environment in southern Illinois. During the day, temperatures
fluctuate between 70-1000 F. Humidity is high and mosquitoes and/or flies may be close to the
excavation area. You are required to wear sunscreen in order to protect yourself from sunburn. A hat is
highly recommended. Additionally, students must drink plenty of water in these conditions to prevent
dehydration, heat exhaustion, or heat stroke.

VISA REQUIREMENTS

Citizens not from the USA are asked to check the embassy website page at their home country for
specific visa requirements.

STUDENT HEALTH
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NOTICE OF INHERENT RISK

Traveling and conducting field research can involve risk. The IFR engages in intensive review of each field
school location and programming prior to approval. Once a program is accepted, the IFR reviews each
program annually to make sure it still complies with all our standards and policies, including those
pertaining to student safety. Participants should also take every reasonable step to reduce risk while on
IFR programs, including following the safety advice and guidelines of your program director, being alert
to your surroundings and conditions, letting someone know where you will be at all times, and assessing
your personal security.

The IFR does not provide trip or travel cancellation insurance. We strongly encourage participants to
consider purchasing this insurance, as unexpected events may prevent your participation or cause the
program to be canceled. Insurance is a relatively small cost to protect your educational investment in an
IFR program. When comparing trip cancellation insurance policies, make sure the policy covers the cost
of both airfare and tuition.

We do our best to follow a schedule of activities, methods training, and programming as outlined in this
syllabus. However, this schedule can be easily disrupted by unforeseen circumstances, including weather,
revisions by local permitting agencies, or conditions onsite. While this schedule represents the intentions
of the program, adaptability is an intrinsic part of all field research, and necessary alterations to the
schedule may happen at any time.

If you have any medical concerns, please consult with your doctor. For all other concerns, please consult
with the program director and staff.

An IFR field school is designed to provide safe, positive, and constructive experiences for participating
communities, students, and researchers. We are committed to protocols and practices that support the
health and well-being of all involved in our field school projects, including the members of the
community in which these projects take place.



TRAVEL (TO AND DURING THE PROGRAM)

Natural disasters, political changes, weather conditions and various other factors may force the
cancellation or alteration of a field school. IFR recommends students only purchase airline tickets that
are fully refundable and consider travel insurance in case a program or travel plans must change for any
reason. General information for this program is below, but keep in mind we will discuss any updated
travel information and regulations during the required program orientation, which could affect travel
plans.

Students arriving by air into the St. Louis Lambert Airport (STL) should take the Metro (red or blue line)
to the St. Louis MetroLink Fairview Heights station. Project staff members will meet these students on
June 2 at 4 pm at the station. If you are driving please arrive at the apartment on June 2 by 4 pm.
Students are encouraged to drive if local to the region. Project directors and/or staff will not provide
access to a vehicle for weekends, though there is a local bus service.  

● Students and staff will travel from the housing location to the field site daily. The van will leave
from SIUE Cougar Village at 7:00 am sharp and return by 4:30 pm. This is a 15 passenger van;
should COVID-19 circumstances compel us to reduce the number of occupants, two waves of
transport will occur (one leaving at the regular time, the other leaving at 8:00 am and returning
at 5:30). Mask would also be required in those circumstances and windows will be opened for
ventilation.

● https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/diseases/covid19

If you missed your connection or your flight is delayed, please call, text or email the field school director
immediately. A local emergency mobile phone number will be provided to all enrolled students.

ACCOMMODATIONS

Students will be housed in the dorms at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. Housing consists of two
students per bedroom in two-bedroom furnished apartments (4 people per apartment). One additional
room will be kept for isolation purposes should it become necessary.

● Furnishings include a couch, 2 chairs, end tables, kitchen table and 4 chairs. Each bedroom
includes 2 XL twin beds, 2 dressers, and 2 desks. Kitchen includes an oven/stove and refrigerator.
Apartments have access to wifi and include A/C

● Participants are required to provide linens, towels, small appliances (if desired), etc. University
Housing will provide a shower curtain.

● Students will be required to keep their spaces clean, including cleaning and disinfection of
high-traffic touch areas and common spaces (e.g., bathroom, kitchen, etc.). Cleaning supplies
will be provided by project supervisors.

● Each residence hall has a laundry room with both washers and dryers. The cost is $1.25/load for
the washing machine and $1.25/load for the dryer. Students can pay using quarters; laundry
detergent pods can be used. 
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We recommend that students adopt best-practices for arriving in a good state of health to protect
themselves and their peers’ readiness to set about the work of the field school. A thriving field camp
environment is a constant exchange of energy, patience, effort, respect, and service. Arriving healthy is
every student’s first act of service — their first opportunity to behave in a way that respects the safety
and wellness of one another.

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/diseases/covid19


Meals will not be provided for students but a number of meal options are available. Each apartment has
a kitchen. A weekly shopping trip will be organized so students can purchase the food and ingredients
they would need for their meals and snacks for the week. Students will be responsible for making and
packing their own lunches which will be eaten in the field. Dining options at SIUE will include a variety of
options in the Student Union or meals can be purchased at the dining hall. Students are also welcome to
use the kitchens in their apartments to cook their own dinners. Students are required to keep their
kitchen spaces clean for both food safety purposes as well as for appropriate use of communal space.

EQUIPMENT LIST

Required Supplies:
1 tool box cheap plastic is good, though softsided travels best
1 pointed Marshalltown trowel must be “Marshalltown” brand & 4.5 inch is best
1 steel file (a.k.a. bastard file)
2 clear plastic metric rulers (30 cm long)
1 Rhino metric folder ruler (a.k.a. carpenter’s ruler) www.forestry-suppliers.com, item 71112
2 small metric tape measures 3 to 5 meters or metric reel tapes
1 roll of thin nylon string (not cotton) florescent colors are great
1 line level (the kind that hooks over a string)
1 cheap plumb bob (don’t get the expensive brass kind )
2 metal tent spikes with green plastic tops (available at Wal-Mart)
Several pencils (wooden or mechanical)
1 pencil sharpener if you use wooden pencils
2 “Sharpie” finepoint markers (must be real Sharpies, only black ink, no ultra-fine point)
2 bamboo chopsticks (you do not need an entire pack)
1 personal first aid kit (bandaids, antiseptic)
1 water jug - you need a one-gallon insulated container

Other personal items to bring:
Pillow, sheets, blanket, towels
Sunscreen of suitable SPF
Lunch container, ice packs
Comfortable work clothes
Canvas sneakers, might also want some hiking shoes
Comfortable but sturdy cloth or leather work gloves
Brimmed hat or baseball cap, bandana
Rain jacket
Sleeping bag for camping
Sunglasses
Camping gear - we take one mandatory camping trip; this can be coordinated among students following
initial orientation meeting (especially tents)
Plate, fork, spoon, cup, bowl for camping
Foldable camp chair for use around dorms and campsite
flashlight
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